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Abstract
We introduce the notion of strict domain of attraction in the context of monotone probability theory and
prove that a law has a nonempty strict domain of attraction if and only if it is strictly stable. We also show
that the monotonic weak law of large numbers is equivalent to the classical and the free weak laws of large
numbers. Finally, a necessary condition for a measure μ to belong to the strict domain of attraction of
a nondegenerate strictly stable law is given in terms of the absolute moments of μ.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study strictly stable laws and their strict domains of attraction
relative to the monotone convolution of probability measures.
The monotone convolution  is an associative binary operation on M, the set of Borel prob-
ability measures on the real line R. Introduced by Muraki [20,21], this operation is based on
his notion of monotonic independence, which is one of the five natural quantum stochastic inde-
pendences arising from universal products (see [24,22]). Aside from being an interesting subject
in itself, monotone convolution also has connections to free probability. Indeed, by the subor-
dination result of Biane [9] (see also Voiculescu’s paper [25] for a more conceptual approach),
given two measures μ and ν in M there exist unique measures σ1, σ2 ∈ M such that the free
convolution μ  ν can be decomposed as μ  ν = μ  σ1 = ν  σ2. Later Lenczewski [18]
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dination distributions in a multi-variable framework was further introduced and studied by Nica
in [23]. While this line of research continues to be active [3,13,17], the literature lacks a general
treatment of limit theorems for monotone convolution; results like the Bercovici–Pata bijection
between free and classical limit theorems [4] or the Hincˇin type characterization of infinitely
divisible laws [16] (see [5] for the free case) are not available at this point.
In this paper we are concerned with the study of limit laws for the measures
μn = D1/Bnμ  D1/Bnμ  · · ·  D1/Bnμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
,
where μ ∈ M and Bn is a positive sequence. We choose this pattern of convergence to avoid the
centering process of measures, because monotonically independent subalgebras are generally
non-unital (see Section 2.1). The earliest result in this direction was an analogue of the central
limit theorem proved by Muraki [20], where the support of the measure μ was assumed to be
bounded and the limit law was the standard arc-sine law. Later it was realized that the mono-
tonic central limit theorem actually holds under the same conditions as the classical central limit
theorem [26].
Our first result here is an analogue of Lévy’s characterization for classical strictly stable
laws [19], namely, the weak limit of {μn}∞n=1 must be strictly stable relative to the convolu-
tion . Then we proceed to the characterization of all possible norming constants Bn. It turns out
that such a sequence extends to a regularly varying function in the sense of Karamata (cf. [10]).
This fact is further used to derive a necessary condition for the weak convergence of {μn}∞n=1 to
a nondegenerate strictly stable law. For a degenerate limit law we find the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the weak convergence of {μn}∞n=1, which provides a new limit theorem in
monotone probability theory. Surprisingly, by the Bercovici–Pata bijection [4], these conditions
are also equivalent to the classical and the free laws of large numbers.
The proof of our results depends on two ingredients. The first one, from free harmonic analy-
sis [7], is a characterization of the tightness for probability measures in terms of the asymptotics
of their Cauchy transforms. The second is the adoption of the Bernstein blocking technique in
classical probability (see the book [11] for a full account of this technique). We do not make use
of the combinatorics of monotone convolution.
This paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the construction of monotone convolution
along with some background materials in Section 2, we introduce the concept of a strictly stable
law and the definition of its strict domain of attraction. The characterization of strictly stable
laws is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we show the regularly varying property of the norming
constants in limit theorems. Finally, the monotonic law of large numbers and the condition for
strict attraction are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Monotonic independence and convolution
Consider B(H) the C∗-algebra of bounded linear operators on a separable Hilbert space H
and a unit vector ξ ∈ H . Let ϕ be the vector state associated with the vector ξ ; i.e., ϕ(a) =
〈aξ, ξ 〉 for each a ∈ B(H). Two ∗-subalgebras A1 and A2 of B(H) are said to be monotonically
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{1,2}, and i1 = i2 = · · · = in), one has that
ϕ(a1a2 · · ·an) = ϕ(aj )ϕ(a1 · · ·aj−1aj+1 · · ·an)
whenever aj ∈ A2. Note first that the subalgebras A1 and A2 are not required to be unital.
Secondly, the monotonic independence of the algebras A1 and A2 does not necessarily imply
the monotonic independence of A2 and A1.
By a (real) random variable we mean a possibly unbounded self-adjoint operator X on the
Hilbert space H . Let EX be the spectral measure of X. The distribution μX of X is the Borel
probability measure on R given by the composition μ
X
= ϕ◦EX . More generally, the distribution
of an essentially self-adjoint operator X means the distribution of its operator closure X.
Following [13], two random variables X1 and X2 are said to be monotonically independent
if the algebras Ai = {f (Xi): f ∈ Cb(R), f (0) = 0}, i = 1,2, are monotonically independent,
where Cb(R) is the algebra of bounded continuous functions from R to C, and the normal oper-
ator f (X) ∈ B(H) is obtained via the functional calculus of spectral theory.
We shall discuss the universal model for two monotonically independent random variables.
Let μ,ν ∈ M. Consider the space H = L2(R × R,μ ⊗ ν) and the vector state ϕ(·) = 〈·1,1〉
on B(H), where 1 denotes the constant function R2  (x, y) → 1. Let Dom(X) be the set of all
functions ψ ∈ H such that
∞∫
−∞
x2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−∞
ψ(x, t) dν(t)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
dμ(x) < ∞,
and let Dom(Y ) be the set of all ψ ∈ H so that the function yψ(x, y) is in H . For ψ1 ∈ Dom(X)
and ψ2 ∈ Dom(Y ), we define the self-adjoint operators X and Y by
Xψ1(x, y) = x
∞∫
−∞
ψ1(x, t) dν(t) and Yψ2(x, y) = yψ2(x, y).
In this case we have μ
X
= μ and μ
Y
= ν. Also, the sum X+Y is densely defined and symmetric.
As shown by Franz [13, Proposition 3.9], the random variables X and Y are monotonically
independent with respect to 1, and the operator X + Y is essentially self-adjoint. Thus it makes
sense to give the following
Definition 2.1. The monotone convolution μ  ν for two measures μ,ν ∈ M is defined as the
distribution of X + Y .
The definition of the measure μ  ν does not depend on the particular realization of the vari-
ables X and Y . Indeed, let X1 and Y1 be two random variables on some Hilbert space H1 such
that X1 and Y1 are monotonically independent with respect to a unit vector ξ ∈ H1, and μX1 = μ,
μ
Y1
= ν. Discarding an irrelevant subspace if necessary, we assume further that the vector ξ is
cyclic for the algebra generated by X1 and Y1; i.e.,
alg
{
f (X1), f (Y1): f ∈ Cb(R)
}
ξ = H1.
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U1 = ξ , X1U = UX, and Y1U = UY . Moreover, the operator X1 +Y1 is essentially self-adjoint
and has distribution μ  ν.
We next review the analytic machinery needed for the calculation of monotone convolution
(see also [20] and [3] for measures with bounded support). Denote by C+ = {z ∈ C: z > 0} the
complex upper half-plane. The Cauchy transform of a measure μ ∈ M is defined as
Gμ(z) =
∞∫
−∞
1
z − t dμ(t), z ∈ C
+,
so that the reciprocal Cauchy transform Fμ = 1/Gμ is an analytic self-map of C+. Note that the
measure μ is completely determined by its Cauchy transform Gμ, and hence by the function Fμ.
Given two measures μ,ν ∈ M, it was shown in [13] that
Fμν(z) = Fμ
(
Fν(z)
)
, z ∈ C+.
We will frequently use the fact that every analytic map from C+ to C+ ∪ R has a unique
Nevanlinna representation [1]. In particular, the function Fμ can be written as:
Fμ(z) = z + γ +
∞∫
−∞
1 + tz
t − z dσ(t), z ∈ C
+,
where γ ∈ R and σ is a finite, positive Borel measure on R. This integral formula implies that
Fμ(z)  z. Moreover, this inequality is strict for every z ∈ C+ unless the measure μ is de-
generate, i.e., μ = δs . Here the notation δs means the point mass concentrated at s ∈ R. By the
Nevanlinna form of the function Fμν , the monotone convolution μ  ν is always nondegenerate
if μ or ν is nondegenerate.
Given a measure μ, we denote by Dbμ the dilation of the measure μ by a factor b > 0, that is,
Dbμ(S) = μ(b−1S) for all Borel subsets S ⊂ R. At the level of reciprocal Cauchy transforms,
this means that
FDbμ(z) = bFμ(z/b), z ∈ C+.
If a random variable X has distribution μ, then the scalar product bX has distribution Dbμ. Also,
we have Db(μ  ν) = Dbμ  Dbν for any μ,ν ∈ M.
Finally, let F be a map from C+ to C+. To each j ∈ N ∪ {0}, the notation F ◦j stands for the
j -fold iterate F ◦ F ◦ · · · ◦ F (the case j = 0 means the identity function on C+). Analogously,
the symbol νj denotes the j -th monotone convolution power ν  ν  · · ·  ν of a measure ν ∈ M,
with ν0 = δ0.
2.2. Weak convergence and tightness of measures
We say of arbitrary probability measures μn and μ on R that μn converges weakly to μ, which
we indicate by writing μn ⇒ μ, if
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n→∞
∞∫
−∞
f (t) dμn(t) =
∞∫
−∞
f (t) dμ(t)
for every f ∈ Cb(R). Given a sequence {μn}∞n=1 and a measure μ in M, it is easy to see that
μn ⇒ μ if and only if the relation limn→∞ Fμn(z) = Fμ(z) holds for every z in C+ (see [15]).
The weak convergence of measures requires tightness. Recall that a family F of positive Borel
measures is tight if
lim
y→+∞ supμ∈F
μ
({
t : |t | > y})= 0.
Any tight sequence of probability measures has a subsequence which converges weakly to a prob-
ability measure, and a weakly convergent sequence of probability measures is tight.
It was shown in [7] that the tightness of probability measures provides a uniform estimate for
their reciprocal Cauchy transforms near the point of infinity. Such an estimate will play a crucial
role in the course of our investigation. To be precise, for each θ > 0, we introduce the cone
Γθ =
{
x + iy ∈ C+: |x| < θy}.
Then a family F ⊂ M is tight if and only if
Fμ(z) = z
(
1 + o(1)), z ∈ C+, (2.1)
uniformly for μ ∈ F as z → ∞ nontangentially (i.e., |z| → ∞ but z ∈ Γθ for some θ > 0).
The next result states that the asymptotic properties of a sequence of random variables should
remain unaffected if the sequence is altered by the addition of variables that tend to zero in law.
Proposition 2.2. Let μ ∈ M, and let {μn}∞n=1 and {νn}∞n=1 be two sequences in M. Suppose
νn ⇒ δ0. Then
(1) μn ⇒ μ if and only if μn  νn ⇒ μ;
(2) μn ⇒ μ if and only if νn  μn ⇒ μ.
Proof. We only show (1), since the proof of (2) is similar to that of (1).
Suppose μn ⇒ μ. Then the compositions Fμn ◦Fνn tend to the function Fμ in C+. Hence we
have μn  νn ⇒ μ.
Conversely, suppose μn νn ⇒ μ. Then both {μn νn}∞n=1 and {νn}∞n=1 are tight. By (2.1), we
have Fμnνn(z) = z(1+o(1)) and Fνn(z) = z(1+o(1)) uniformly in n as z → ∞ nontangentially.
It follows that there exist θ, η > 0 such that each function Fνn has a right inverse F−1νn (relative
to composition) in the truncated cone
Γθ,η = {z ∈ Γθ : z > η},
and we also have limn→∞ F−1νn (z) = z and limn→∞ Fμnνn(z) = Fμ(z) for every z ∈ Γθ,η (see
Proposition 5.7 in [7]).
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Cauchy integral formula (see [4, Lemma 2.4]) shows that the derivative
d
dz
Fμnνn(z) = 1 + o(1), z ∈ C+,
uniformly in n as z → ∞ nontangentially. In particular, by shrinking the cone Γθ,η if necessary,
we may and do assume that
∣∣Fμnνn(w) − Fμnνn(z)∣∣ 2|w − z|
for every w,z ∈ Γθ,η .
For a fixed z ∈ Γθ,η , we have F−1νn (z) ∈ Γθ,η for sufficiently large n. Moreover, it follows that
∣∣Fμn(z) − Fμ(z)∣∣= ∣∣Fμnνn(F−1νn (z))− Fμnνn(z)∣∣+ ∣∣Fμnνn(z) − Fμ(z)∣∣
 2
∣∣F−1νn (z) − z∣∣+ ∣∣Fμnνn(z) − Fμ(z)∣∣→ 0
as n → ∞. Since {Fμn}∞n=1 is a normal family of analytic functions and Γθ,η is a non-isolated
subset of C+, an application of Montel’s theorem implies limn→∞ Fμn(z) = Fμ(z) for every
z ∈ C+. Therefore {μn}∞n=1 converges weakly to the measure μ. 
2.3. Strict limit types
Let μ,ν ∈ M. We say that μ is of the same strict type as ν if μ = Dbν for some constant
b > 0 (and we write μ ∼ ν). The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation for measures in M, and
hence the set M partitions into disjoint classes of measures belonging to the same strict type.
The degenerate measures constitute three strict types: those at negative points, those at positive
points, and the single delta measure at 0.
In this paper, we are concerned with sequences {μn}∞n=1 ⊂ M which converge weakly after a
change of scale. That is, there exist scaling constants an > 0 and a measure μ ∈ M with
Danμn ⇒ μ.
The following result shows that, to within strict type, the above convergence pattern cannot occur
in two different ways (see [16] for the proof).
Proposition 2.3 (Convergence of strict types). Let {μn}∞n=1 be a sequence in M, and let μ, ν be
two measures in M \ {δ0}. Let an > 0 and bn > 0 be two sequences, and suppose Danμn ⇒ μ.
Then the relation Dbnμn ⇒ ν holds if and only if bn/an → a ∈ (0,∞) as n → ∞. In this case
we have ν = Daμ and a is the unique constant for which this holds.
Thus, a limit different from δ0 is unique up to strict type. This fact makes it legitimate to speak
of the strict limit type (if it exists) of a given sequence, excluding the delta measure at 0.
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We shall now turn to the study of limit laws for the scaled monotone convolutions
D1/Bnμ  D1/Bnμ  · · ·  D1/Bnμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
Let us begin with the following definition:
Definition 3.1. Let ν be a measure in M\{δ0}. We say that a measure μ ∈ M is strictly attracted
to the law ν if there exist constants Bn > 0 such that the sequence D1/Bnμn converges weakly
to ν as n → ∞. The set of all probability measures that are strictly attracted to ν is called the
strict domain of attraction of ν and is denoted by D[ν].
By Proposition 2.3, the strict domain of attraction of a particular measure only depends on the
strict type of that measure. Apart from the strict type of δ0, each strict type has a well-defined (but
possibly empty) strict domain of attraction. To identify measures with nonempty strict domains
of attraction, we introduce the following concept.
Definition 3.2. A law ν ∈ M \ {δ0} is said to be strictly stable if μ1  μ2 ∼ ν whenever μ1 ∼
ν ∼ μ2. That is, ν is strictly stable if and only if for arbitrary positive a and b there exists c > 0
such that Daν  Dbν = Dcν.
The constant c appeared in Definition 3.2 is uniquely determined by a and b, and there exists
a number α = α(ν) ∈ (0,2] such that cα = aα + bα (see Theorem 3.4 below). This number α
will be called the stability index of the strictly stable law.
Obviously, within one strict type, either all laws are strictly stable or none is strictly stable.
Therefore it is possible to speak of the strictly stable type of measures. Our main result in this
section is a Lévy type characterization for these laws: A distribution has a nonempty strict domain
of attraction if and only if it is strictly stable. Hence the strictly stable types, and only these, can
appear as the strict limit types for monotone convolution powers.
Of course, the definition of strict domain of attraction could be extended to accommodate the
case of δ0. Indeed, we will do so when we treat the weak law of large numbers in Section 5. Here
we shall require the limit to be different from δ0.
We first establish a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let μ and ν be two measures in M with ν = δ0. Suppose, for some constants
Bn > 0, that the measures
μn = D1/Bnμn, n 1,
converge weakly to ν as n → ∞. Then we have
lim
n→∞Bn = ∞ and limn→∞Bn+1/Bn = 1.
Proof. We first show that infn1 Bn > 0. Suppose the contrary that there exists a subsequence
of positive integers n(1) < n(2) < · · · such that n(k) → ∞ and Bn(k) → 0 as k → ∞. Then for
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On the other hand, the tightness of {μn}∞n=1 implies that Fμn(w) = w(1 + o(1)) uniformly in n
as w → ∞ nontangentially. Thus, given ε > 0, there exists k0 = k0(ε) > 0 such that
∣∣Fμn(k) (wk) − wk∣∣ ε12 |wk|, k  k0.
Using the formula Fμn(k) (wk) = F ◦n(k)μ (z)/Bn(k), we obtain∣∣F ◦n(k)μ (z) − z∣∣< ε, k  k0.
In other words, we have, for every y ∈ (10,12), that
lim
k→∞F
◦n(k)
μ (iy) = iy. (3.1)
Moreover, since the function Fμ increases the imaginary part, we get
11 Fμ(11i) sup
k1
F ◦n(k)μ (11i) = lim
k→∞F
◦n(k)
μ (11i) = 11,
which is possible only if the measure μ is degenerate. Taking (3.1) into account, we have μ = δ0.
Hence the weak limit ν must also take the form δ0, a contradiction. Thus, the sequence Bn is
bounded away from zero.
Next, we show limn→∞ Bn = ∞. Again, we assume that there exists a subsequence Bn(k)
such that limk→∞ Bn(k) = b ∈ (0,∞) (b = 0 by the preceding argument). Consider again z = iy,
where 10 < y < 12. This time the sequence wk = z/Bn(k) is bounded. Since {Fμn}∞n=1 is a normal
family and μn ⇒ ν, the convergence Fμn(k) (w) → Fν(w) as k → ∞ is uniform for w in any
bounded subset of C+. It follows that
F ◦n(k)μ (z) − FDbν(z) = Bn(k)
1
Bn(k)
F ◦n(k)μ (Bn(k)wk) − Bn(k)Fν(wk)
+ [Bn(k)Fν(wk) − bFν(z/b)]
= Bn(k)
[
Fμn(k) (wk) − Fν(wk)
]+ o(1)
= (b + o(1)) · o(1) + o(1) = o(1)
as k → ∞. By Montel’s theorem, we then have F ◦n(k)μ → FDbν in C+ as k → ∞.
Next, let us introduce positive integers m(k) = n(k + 1)−n(k) for k  1. By the normality of
{F ◦m(k)μ }∞k=1, after dropping to a further subsequence, we may assume that the sequence F ◦m(k)μ
tends to an analytic function h in C+ as k → ∞. Note that the function h is not identically
infinity. On the other hand, we have F ◦m(k)μ ◦ F ◦n(k)μ → h ◦ FDbν in C+ as well. Hence the
function h coincides with the identity function on the range of the function FDbν , which is a non-
isolated subset of C+. This shows that the function h is in fact the identity function everywhere
in C+. Therefore, the sequence of iterates {F ◦nμ }∞n=1 has a subsequence converging to the identity
function. As before, the measure μ must take the form δ0 in this situation, which again leads to
a contradiction to our assumption ν = δ0. The assertion limn→∞ Bn = ∞ is therefore proved.
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but fixed. By the results mentioned in Section 2.1, we construct two monotonically independent
random variables X and Y with distributions μ
X
= μn and μY = μ. Then the random variables
c−1n X and B−1n+1Y are also monotonically independent, and hence their sum Z = c−1n X +B−1n+1Y
has the distribution
μ
Z
= D1/cnμX  D1/Bn+1μY = D1/Bn+1μn  D1/Bn+1μ = μn+1.
Thus we get the formula:
μn+1 = D1/cnμn  D1/Bn+1μ, n 1. (3.2)
Notice that the dependence of Z on the particular choice of the variables X and Y does not affect
its distribution μn+1.
Since Bn → ∞, we have D1/Bn+1μ ⇒ δ0. By Proposition 2.2 and (3.2), we conclude that
D1/cnμn ⇒ ν. Since μn ⇒ ν, Proposition 2.3 gives limn→∞ cn = 1. 
We now prove the main result of this section. Recall that a sequence {hn}∞n=1 of positive
numbers is regularly varying with index λ ∈ (−∞,∞) if for each positive integer k, one has
lim
n→∞
hkn
hn
= kλ.
Theorem 3.4. Given ν ∈ M with ν = δ0, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) for each positive integer k, the measure νk is of the same strict type as ν;
(2) there exist μ ∈ M and constants Bn > 0 such that D1/Bnμn ⇒ ν;
(3) the measure ν is strictly stable.
Moreover, if these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then associated with ν there exists a unique
number α ∈ (0,2] such that
νk = Dk1/α ν, k  1,
Daν  Dbν = D(aα+bα)1/α ν, a, b > 0,
and the sequence Bn in (2) is regularly varying with index 1/α.
Proof. Obviously, a degenerate measure δs (s = 0) fits all conditions in the theorem with Bn = n
and α = 1. Hence we will assume that the measure ν is nondegenerate. We first show that (2)
implies (3). Thus, given a measure μ ∈ M and a positive sequence {Bn}∞n=1, suppose that the
measures
μn = D1/Bnμn
converge weakly to ν as n → ∞. To prove (3), it suffices to show that for each a  1 the measure
ν  Daν is of the same strict type as ν.
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m = m(n) such that
an = Bm(n)
Bn
→ a and m(n) → ∞ (n → ∞).
For each n  1, we take two monotonically independent random variables X and Y with
distributions μn and μm, respectively. Denoting cn = Bn/Bn+m, then the sum cnX + (cnan)Y
has the distribution
Dcn(μn  Danμm) = μn+m. (3.3)
Letting n → ∞ (and hence m → ∞), we have μn  Danμm ⇒ ν  Daν and μn+m ⇒ ν.
Hence, in view of (3.3) and Proposition 2.3, the sequence 1/cn tends to a finite limit c > 0 and
ν  Daν = Dcν. The statement (3) is proved.
We next show that (2) implies (1). Assume again that μn = D1/Bnμn ⇒ ν. Fix a positive
integer k. Since the binary operation  on M is associative, the same argument as in the proofs
of (3.2) and (3.3) yields
DBkn/Bnμkn = μkn , n 1.
Since μn ⇒ ν and k is fixed, we obtain the weak convergence:
DBkn/Bnμkn ⇒ νk (n → ∞).
Meanwhile, since μkn ⇒ ν, Proposition 2.3 implies that there exists bk > 0 so that
lim
n→∞
Bkn
Bn
= bk and νk = Dbkν. (3.4)
Hence the statement (1) holds.
The implication of (3) to (1) follows directly from the definition of strict stability. The fact
that (1) implies (2) is also obvious. Indeed, any strictly stable measure belongs to its own strict
domain of attraction. Thus, the equivalence among (1), (2), and (3) is established.
We next show that the constant bk in (3.4) is necessarily of the form k1/α , where α ∈ (0,2].
First, by writing Bkln/Bn = (Bkln/Bln)(Bln/Bn), we have bkl = bk ·bl for any positive integers k
and l, and it follows that
bkj = (bk)j , j  1.
Secondly, the equation νk = Dbkν implies
F ◦kν (z) = bkFν(z/bk), z ∈ C+. (3.5)
Moreover, Lemma 3.3 shows that limk→∞ bk = ∞.
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Fν(z) = z + γ +
∞∫
−∞
1 + tz
t − z dσ(t), z ∈ C
+,
where σ(R) = 0 (because ν is not a point mass). Then we have
ak+1 − ak =
(
b2k+1 − b2k
) ∞∫
−∞
1 + t2
(1 + t2b2k+1)(1 + t2b2k)
dσ (t).
Since ak+1 > ak , the sequence {bk}∞k=1 is monotonically increasing. Then it is well known that
such a sequence bk must take the form kλ for some λ > 0. For the reader’s convenience we
provide a proof of this fact as follows. Fix k  1. For n > k, take j such that kj  n  kj+1.
Then bkj  bn  bkj+1 , or j logbk  logbn  (j + 1) logbk . Dividing by j logk, we get
logbk
log k
 logbn
logn
(
logn
j logk
)

(
j + 1
j
)
logbk
logk
.
Letting n → ∞ (consequently j → ∞ and (logn)/(j log k) → 1), we obtain
logbk
logk
= lim
n→∞
logbn
logn
= λ > 0.
Note that λ = 0 since bk → ∞.
It is clear from the preceding argument that the exponent λ only depends on the measure ν.
Thus, we define the stability index of ν to be α = 1/λ.
We are left to prove that the exponent λ must be larger than 1/2. To this purpose, let k > 1 be
arbitrary but fixed. We note that there exists η = η(ν) > 0 so that 2|Fν(iy) − iy| y for y > η.
In particular, when y = (bk/bj )η = (k/j)λη, 1 j  k − 1, (3.5) implies
∣∣F ◦jν (ibkη) − ibkη∣∣= bj ∣∣Fν(iy) − iy∣∣ 12bkη.
Denoting wj = F ◦jν (ibkη) and w = ibkη for 0 j  k − 1, observe that
∣∣∣∣ wj|t − wj |2 − w|t − w|2
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ 1t − wj −  1t − w
∣∣∣∣
 |wj − w||t − wj ||t − w|
= |wj − w|wj
|t − wj |
|t − w|
wj
|t − wj |2
 |wj − w|
(
1 + |wj − w|
) wj
2 .wj w |t − wj |
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∣∣∣∣ F ◦jν (ibkη)|t − F ◦jν (ibkη)|2 −
bkη
|t − ibkη|2
∣∣∣∣ 34 F
◦j
ν (ibkη)
|t − F ◦jν (ibkη)|2
(3.6)
for 0 j  k − 1.
On the other hand, a simple induction argument shows that
F ◦kν (z) = z + kγ +
k−1∑
j=0
∞∫
−∞
1 + tF ◦jν (z)
t − F ◦jν (z)
dσ (t), z ∈ C+.
In particular, when z = ibkη, the imaginary part of (3.5) becomes
1
bk
k−1∑
j=0
∞∫
−∞
F ◦jν (ibkη)
|t − F ◦jν (ibkη)|2
(
1 + t2)dσ(t) = η ∞∫
−∞
1 + t2
η2 + t2 dσ(t).
By summing over the inequalities (3.6) for j = 0, . . . , k − 1 and keeping in mind that bk = kλ,
we conclude that
k
∞∫
−∞
1 + t2
k2λη2 + t2 dσ(t) =
1
bk
k−1∑
j=0
∞∫
−∞
bk(1 + t2)
|t − ibkη|2 dσ(t)
 7
4
∞∫
−∞
1 + t2
η2 + t2 dσ(t) < ∞.
Since k is arbitrary and σ(R) = 0, this is only possible when 2λ 1.
By (3.4), the sequence {Bn}∞n=1 is regularly varying with index 1/α.
Finally, the equation νk = Dk1/α ν implies that the formula
Ds1/α ν  Dt1/α ν = D(s+t)1/α ν (3.7)
holds for any positive integers s and t . Then this relation is true for any positive rationals s and t ,
and hence by continuity for arbitrary s, t > 0. Given a, b > 0, replacing a by s1/α and b by t1/α ,
(3.7) becomes
Daν  Dbν = D(aα+bα)1/α ν.
The proof of the theorem is now finished. 
A measure μ ∈ M is said to be infinitely divisible (relative to ) if for each positive integer k,
there exists a measure μk ∈ M such that μ = μk . Thus, Theorem 3.4 (1) shows that everyk
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us introduce the measures
νt = Dt1/α ν, t > 0,
and ν0 = δ0. Then, by (3.7), we have νs  νt = νs+t for s, t  0; and hence the family {νt }t0
forms a convolution semigroup. Also, note that the map t → νt is weakly continuous. Conse-
quently, the family {Fνt }t0 of the corresponding reciprocal Cauchy transforms forms a compo-
sition semigroup of analytic maps from C+ into itself (cf. [8]).
In general, every infinitely divisible measure embeds into a unique weakly continuous convo-
lution semigroup (see [20,21,2]). Thus, taking Theorem 3.4 (1) as the definition of strict stability
and using the theory of composition semigroups, it is proved in [17] that for a strictly stable law ν
of index α ∈ (0,2], one has
Fν(z) =
(
zα + w)1/α, z ∈ C+.
Here the power zp = exp(p log z) is defined in C\[0,∞), where the range of the argument of z is
chosen to be 0 < arg z < 2π . The complex number w satisfies the conditions: (i) 0 argw  απ
if α ∈ (0,1]; (ii) (α − 1)π  argw  π if α ∈ (1,2].
4. Regular variation
Recall that a positive Borel function f on (0,∞) is said to be regularly varying if for every
constant c > 0, one has
lim
x→∞
f (xc)
f (x)
= cλ
for some λ in the interval (−∞,∞) (λ is called the index of regular variation). A regularly
varying function with index zero is said to be slowly varying.
Throughout this section we fix a strictly stable law ν of index α and a measure μ in its strict
domain of attraction. Thus, by Theorem 3.4 there exists a regularly varying sequence Bn > 0
such that the measures
μn = D1/Bnμn
converge weakly to the law ν as n → ∞. The aim of current section is to show that such a
norming sequence Bn admits a regularly varying extension to (0,∞).
More precisely, let us put B(x) = B[x] for x  1, where [x] denotes the integral part of x, and
define B(x) = 1 for 0 < x < 1. The function B(x) is clearly measurable, and we are to show that
B(x) is a regularly varying function.
Lemma 4.1. Let {ρn}∞n=1 and {τn}∞n=1 be two sequences in M, and let {sn}∞n=1 and {tn}∞n=1 be
two sequences of positive numbers. If ρn ⇒ ν, τn ⇒ ν, and Dsnρn  Dtnτn ⇒ ν as n → ∞, then
limn→∞ sαn + tαn = 1.
Proof. Note first that supn1 sn < ∞ and supn1 tn < ∞. Indeed, if supn1 sn = ∞, for exam-
ple, then there exist indices nk so that sn → ∞ as k → ∞.k
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zero and infinity. For if it contains a subsequence uk(j) such that uk(j) → 0 as j → ∞, then since
{τn}∞n=1 is a tight family of measures the dilations Duk(j)τnk(j) converge weakly to δ0 as j → ∞.
Consequently, Proposition 2.2 implies that ρnk(j)  Duk(j)τnk(j) ⇒ ν as j → ∞. Since
Dsnk(j)
ρnk(j)  Dtnk(j) τnk(j) = Dsnk(j) (ρnk(j)  Duk(j)τnk(j) ) ⇒ ν (j → ∞),
Propositions 2.3 further shows that limj→∞ snk(j) = 1, which violates the assumption snk → ∞
as k → ∞. So, the sequence uk is bounded away from zero. By applying the same argument to
the reciprocals 1/uk and using the formula
Dsnk ρnk  Dtnk τnk = Dtnk (D1/ukρnk  τnk ),
we see that the sequence uk is bounded away from infinity.
Therefore, after dropping to a further subsequence if necessary, we conclude that the se-
quence tnk /snk tends to a finite limit c > 0. But this will imply, by Proposition 2.3 and the
strict stability of the measure ν, that limk→∞ snk = (1 + cα)−1/α , which is not possible since
we assume that snk → ∞ as k → ∞. So, the sequence {sn}∞n=1 is bounded. Similarly, one also
has supn1 tn < ∞.
Now, let sα
n′ + tαn′ be an arbitrary subsequence of {sαn + tαn }∞n=1. Then there exists a further
subsequence n′′ such that sn′′ → s and tn′′ → t as n′′ → ∞. Since Dsn′′ρn′′  Dtn′′ τn′′ ⇒ ν and
ν is strictly stable, we know sα + tα = 1. Therefore, the entire sequence sαn + tαn must converge
to 1 as n → ∞. 
By (3.4), we have limn→∞ B(nc)/B(n) = c1/α for integral c > 0. If c = p/q > 0 is rational,
then with n′ = n/q , we have
lim
n→∞
B(nc)
B(n)
= lim
n′→∞
[
B(n′p)
B(n′)
B(n′)
B(n′q)
]
= p
1/α
q1/α
. (4.1)
Thus, limn→∞ B(nc)/B(n) = c1/α also holds for rational c > 0. The following result is crucial
for showing that (4.1) actually holds for all positive c.
Lemma 4.2. Let εn be a sequence of positive numbers such that limn→∞ εn = 0. Then
lim
n→∞
B(nεn)
B(n)
= 0.
Proof. Given such a sequence εn, it is clear that if the sequence {nεn}∞n=1 is bounded, then
Lemma 3.3 implies the conclusion. By passing to a further subsequence, we may and do assume
that nεn → ∞ as n → ∞.
Fix k  1. By (4.1), we have
lim
B(n/m) = m−1/α, m 1.n→∞ B(n)
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rn  n/(4k) for n n0 and
lim
n→∞B(rn)/B(n) = 0. (4.2)
Indeed, let u(n,m) = B(n/m)/B(n) − m−1/α for positive integers n, m. Then
lim
n→∞u(n,m) = 0, m 1.
Hence, for each m 1, there exists nm > m2 so that if n nm, then u(n,m) 1/m. Moreover,
we may choose {nm}∞m=1 inductively so that nm is strictly increasing with m. Define n0 = 1, then
we have
[1,∞) =
∞⋃
m=0
[nm,nm+1).
Now, to each n  1, let us define rn = n/m, where m = m(n) is the unique positive integer
such that nm  n < nm+1. Note that m → ∞ as n → ∞, and that by construction we have
n/m  nm/m > m2/m = m. Consequently, rn → ∞ as n → ∞. Also, rn = n/m  n/(4k) if
m 4k. Finally, we have that u(n,m) 1/m → 0 and m−1/α → 0 as n → ∞, which is equiva-
lent to (4.2). We also can assume that εn  1/(4k) for n n0.
For n n0, let us introduce the integer qn by
qn + [nεn] + [rn] = [n/k].
Since 2qn > [n/k] − 1, we have limn→∞ qn = ∞.
For n n0, a renormalization process as in the proofs of (3.2) and (3.3) shows that we have
the formula
μ[n/k] = Dsnμqn  Dtnμ[nεn]  Dunμ[rn].
Here the positive sequences sn, tn, and un are given by
sn = B(qn)/B(n/k), tn = B(nεn)/B(n/k),
and
un = B(rn)/B(n/k).
Moreover, we know that un → 0 from (4.1) and (4.2). Hence we get Dunμ[rn] ⇒ δ0. Then Propo-
sition 2.2 implies Dsnμqn  Dtnμ[nεn] ⇒ ν, because μ[n/k] ⇒ ν.
Now, μqn , μ[nεn], and Dsnμqn  Dtnμ[nεn] all converge weakly to the measure ν. Thus, by
Lemma 4.1, limn→∞ sαn + tαn = 1. In particular, we have
lim supB(nεn)/B(n/k) = lim sup tn  1.
n→∞ n→∞
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lim sup
n→∞
B(nεn)/B(n) k−1/α.
By letting k → ∞, we conclude that limn→∞ B(nεn)/B(n) = 0.
In all cases, we see that 0 is the only cluster point for {B(nεn)/B(n)}∞n=1. Thus, this sequence
must converge to zero. The proof is completed. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3. Let ν be a strictly stable law with index α. Suppose, for some measure μ ∈ M and
constants Bn > 0, that the measures
μn = D1/Bnμn
converge weakly to the law ν as n → ∞. Then the sequence Bn admits a regularly varying
extension to (0,∞), whose index of regular variation is 1/α.
Proof. We shall prove that the function B(x) = B[x] is regularly varying with index 1/α. To this
end, let us fix c > 0 and choose a sequence pm > 0 so that c+pm is rational and limm→∞ pm = 0.
Since
lim
n→∞B
(
n(c + pm)
)
/B(n) = (c + pm)1/α, m 1,
we can further select indices m = m(n) such that limn→∞ m(n) = ∞ and
lim
n→∞B
(
n(c + pm(n))
)
/B(n) = c1/α.
Indeed, let u(n,m) = B(n(c + pm))/B(n) − (c + pm)1/α for n,m 1. Then
lim
n→∞u(n,m) = 0, m 1.
Hence, to each m 1, there exists nm such that n nm implies u(n,m) 1/m. We may choose
{nm}∞m=1 inductively so that nm+1 > nm. Define n0 = 1, then we have
[1,∞) =
∞⋃
m=0
[nm,nm+1).
Now, to each n  1, let us define m(n) = m, where m is the unique positive integer such that
nm  n < nm+1. Then the sequence m(n) has the desired properties. Let εn = pm(n) for each
n 1. Then we have
lim
n→∞B(nc + nεn)/B(n) = c
1/α. (4.3)
We introduce the integer qn = [nc + nεn] − [nc] and write
μ[nc+nεn] = Dsnμ[nc]  Dtnμqn, (4.4)
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sn = B(nc)/B(nc + nεn) and tn = B(qn)/B(nc + nεn).
Note that
[nc] + [nεn] nc + nεn < [nc] + [nεn] + 2.
Hence
qn = [nεn] or qn = [nεn] + 1.
In either case, Lemmas 3.3 and 4.2 and Eq. (4.3) imply limn→∞ tn = 0. It follows that the tail
distributions Dtnμqn converge weakly to δ0. Moreover, by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 and (4.4), we
have
lim
n→∞ sn = 1.
This together with (4.3) gives
lim
n→∞B(nc)/B(n) = c
1/α.
Finally, since c is fixed and [[x]c] [xc] [[x]c] + [c] + 1, Lemma 3.3 implies
lim
x→∞B(xc)/B(x) = c
1/α.
The proof is finished. 
By Karamata’s theory of regular variation [10], the function B(x) admits an integral repre-
sentation:
B(x) = x1/αc(x) exp
( x∫
1
ε(t)
t
dt
)
, x  1,
where c(x) and ε(x) are measurable and c(x) → c ∈ (0,+∞), ε(x) → 0 as x → ∞. This further
implies a refinement of Lemma 3.3: there exists a sequence rn > 0 such that (i) Bn/rn → c
and (ii) n{1 − (rn−1/rn)} → 1/α as n → ∞. It turns out that the conditions (i) and (ii) are also
sufficient for a positive sequence Bn to have a regularly varying extension of index 1/α to (0,∞)
(see [14]).
It is worth mentioning that Theorem 4.3 has a classical counterpart, namely, if the measures
D1/Bnμ
∗n converge weakly to a classical strictly stable law ν, then the sequence Bn extends to
a regularly varying function on (0,∞) (see [11, Theorem 12.6]).
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We now address the issue of convergence to the point masses, that is, the law of large numbers.
Let μ be a probability measure on R, and let {bn}∞n=1 be a sequence of positive numbers such
that b1  b2  · · · and limn→∞ bn = ∞. The classical counterpart of the following theorem was
found by Kolmogorov for the special case bn = n and by Feller for arbitrary sequence {bn}∞n=1
(see [16]).
Theorem 5.1. Let a ∈ R. We shall have
μn = D1/bnμ  D1/bnμ  · · ·  D1/bnμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
⇒ δa
if and only if
lim
n→∞
∞∫
−∞
nbnt
b2n + t2
dμ(t) = a and lim
n→∞
∞∫
−∞
nt2
b2n + t2
dμ(t) = 0. (5.1)
Proof. Suppose μn ⇒ δa . Then the sequence {μn}∞n=1 is tight. By (2.1), we have, for sufficiently
large y > 0, that ∣∣∣∣ 1bj F ◦jμ (ibj y) − iy
∣∣∣∣= ∣∣Fμj (iy) − iy∣∣ y, j  1.
Since {bn}∞n=1 is monotonic, we deduce, for such y’s and any n 1, that∣∣F ◦jμ (ibny) − ibny∣∣ bny, 0 j  n − 1. (5.2)
We write the function Fμ in its Nevanlinna form: Fμ(z) = z + γ + A(z), where
A(z) =
∞∫
−∞
1 + tz
t − z dσ(t), z ∈ C
+.
It follows from (5.2) and a straightforward calculation that∣∣A(F ◦jμ (ibny))− A(ibny)∣∣ 2A(F ◦jμ (ibny)), 0 j  n − 1.
Since
b−1n
n−1∑
j=0
A
(
F ◦jμ (bnz)
)= Fμn(z) − z − nb−1n γ
and b−1n
∑n−1
j=0 |A(F ◦jμ (ibny)) − A(ibny)| 2(Fμn(iy) − iy) → 0 as n → ∞, we have
lim nb−1n
[
γ + A(bnz)
]= −a (5.3)
n→∞
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analytic functions from C+ to C+ ∪ R. Hence (5.3) actually holds everywhere in C+.
On the other hand, the weak convergence D1/bnμ ⇒ δ0 implies that for z ∈ C+ and n 1, we
have
FD1/bnμ(z) − z =
[ ∞∫
−∞
tz
t − bnz dμ(t)
](
1 + εn(z)
)
, (5.4)
where limn→∞ |εn(z)| = 0 uniformly on bounded subsets of C+ (see also [4, Proposition 6.1]).
In particular, when z = i, (5.3) and (5.4) lead to the condition (5.1) because
FD1/bnμ(z) − z = b−1n
[
γ + A(bnz)
]
.
Conversely, suppose (5.1) holds. For notational convenience, we define
Fn(z) = FD1/bnμ(z)
and set
γn =
∞∫
−∞
bnt
b2n + t2
dμ(t) and σn =
∞∫
−∞
t2
b2n + t2
dμ(t).
For every z in the cone
Γ1 =
{
x + iy ∈ C+: |x| < y},
one has
∞∫
−∞
tz
t − bnz dμ(t) = −γn +
∞∫
−∞
[
bn + tz
t − bnz
]
t2
b2n + t2
dμ(t)
and ∣∣∣∣bn + tzt − bnz
∣∣∣∣ 1z + 2z, t ∈ R.
Thus, denoting η = 6|a| + 9, (5.4) shows that the estimate
∣∣Fn(z) − z + γn∣∣ ∣∣εn(z)∣∣|γn| + 9η(1 + ∣∣εn(z)∣∣)σn (5.5)
holds for every n 1 and for each z in the bounded domain
U = {z ∈ Γ1: η < z < 3η}.
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such that n|γn| (|a|+1), nσn  (18η)−1, and supz∈U |εn(z)| 1 for nN . Consequently, we
obtain ∣∣Fn(z) − z∣∣ η3n, nN, z ∈ U.
Therefore, if z = iy, y ∈ (η,2η), and nN , then all iterations F ◦jn (z) (0 j  n) come within
the distance η/3 from the point z. In particular, they lie in the set U . An application of (5.5)
further shows, for such z’s and nN , that
Fμn(z) = F ◦nn (z) = z − nγn + δn(z),
where the error δn(z) is estimated as follows:∣∣δn(z)∣∣ |nγn| sup
z∈U
∣∣εn(z)∣∣+ 18ηnσn.
Thus, the limit limn→∞ Fμn(z) = z − a holds for z = iy, y ∈ (η,2η), and hence it holds every-
where in C+. The desired conclusion now follows since z − a = Fδa (z). 
If a measure μ ∈ M has finite mean a, then Theorem 5.1 shows that the monotone convolu-
tions D1/nμn converge weakly to δa , which justifies the name law of large numbers. Apparently,
Theorem 5.1 can also be applied to certain measures without expectation. For instance, if μ
is purely atomic with μ({2k}) = 2−k for k  1 (the St. Petersburg Game), then (5.1) implies
that
D1/(nLogn)μ
n ⇒ δ1,
where Logn is the logarithm of n to the base 2. In other words, a law of large numbers still
exists, but, with a different normalization.
Theorem 5.1 gives a complete description of the strict domain of attraction for a degenerate
limit type. By the Bercovici–Pata bijection [4], the convergence condition (5.1) is equivalent to
the weak convergence
D1/bnμ ∗ D1/bnμ ∗ · · · ∗ D1/bnμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
⇒ δa
or
D1/bnμD1/bnμ · · ·D1/bnμ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
⇒ δa.
In particular, we obtain the following
Corollary 5.2. A degenerate measure has the same classical, free, and monotonic strict domains
of attraction.
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Remark 5.3. The restriction to monotonically increasing sequences {bn}∞n=1 is less serious than
it might seem, because every regularly varying function with positive index is asymptotically
equivalent to an increasing function at infinity (see Theorem 1.5.3 of [10]). Thus, by Theo-
rem 4.3, in the weak convergence D1/Bnμn ⇒ ν (ν = δ0) we can assume that the norming
constants Bn are increasing in n, provided we replace the sequence Bn with its monotonic equiv-
alent if necessary. Also, note that in Theorem 5.1 the monotonicity of {bn}∞n=1 is not needed for
proving the law of large numbers D1/bnμn ⇒ δa . The condition (5.1) alone will be enough for
this purpose. Nevertheless, the flexibility of choosing increasing norming constants does play
a role in the analysis of strict domains of attraction, as we will see in the next section.
6. Conditions for strict attraction
Let ν be a nondegenerate strictly stable law of index α ∈ (0,2) and set
f (y) = Fν(iy) − y, y > 0.
Note that f (y) > 0 for each y > 0. We first prove a lemma.
Lemma 6.1. For every constant c > 0, we shall have
lim
y→∞
f (cy)
f (y)
= c1−α.
Proof. We take the explicit formula Fν(z) = (zα + w)1/α into account. Then the function f is
of the form
f (y) = α−1(wei(1−α)π/2)y1−α + o(y1−α) (y → ∞),
and hence it is regularly varying with index 1 − α. 
Suppose now μ ∈ D[ν] with μn = D1/Bnμn ⇒ ν. Clearly, the measure μ must be nonde-
generate. Introduce the tail-sum of μ by
Tμ(x) = μ
({
t : |t | > x}), x > 0.
We shall prove the following result:
Theorem 6.2. The function Tμ is regularly varying with index −α.
Proof. By Remark 5.3, we can assume without loss of generality that Bn  Bn+1 for all n 1.
Let ε ∈ (0,1/2) be arbitrary. The sequence {μn}∞n=1 is tight because μn ⇒ ν. By (2.1), there
exists η = η(ε,μ) 1 such that for every y > η, we have∣∣∣∣ 1 F ◦jμ (iBjy) − iy
∣∣∣∣= ∣∣Fμj (iy) − iy∣∣ εy, j  1.Bj
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As usual, we write the function Fμ in the form: Fμ(z) = z + γ + A(z), where
A(z) =
∞∫
−∞
1 + tz
t − z dσ(t), z ∈ C
+.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we then have∣∣Fμn(iy) − iy − nB−1n γ − nB−1n A(iBny)∣∣ 2ε[Fμn(iy) − iy].
Hence, for every y > η and n 1, we obtain the estimate
(1 − 2ε)fn(y) nyUσ (Bny) (1 + 2ε)fn(y), (6.1)
where the functions fn and Uσ are given by
fn(y) = Fμn(iy) − y, y > 0,
and
Uσ (x) =
∞∫
−∞
1 + t2
x2 + t2 dσ(t), x > 0.
We note for further reference that fn(y) → f (y) = Fν(iy) − y as n → ∞ for each y > 0, and
that the function Uσ (x) is decreasing in x. Also, both fn and Uσ are positive functions because
μ is nondegenerate.
By Proposition 5.4 of [6] and Proposition 5.8 of [4], the function Tμ is regularly varying with
index −α if and only if the function Uσ is. Therefore, in order to finish the proof we need to
show that for any fixed c > 0, one has
lim
x→∞Uσ (x)
−1Uσ (cx) = c−α.
We proceed as follows. First, since Bn  Bn+1, to each x > 0 we can choose a positive integer
n = n(x, y) such that
Bny  x < Bn+1y.
Moreover, the monotonicity of Uσ and (6.1) imply
1 − 2ε( n )fn+1(cy)  Uσ (cx)  1 + 2ε(n + 1) fn(cy) .
1 + 2ε n + 1 cfn(y) Uσ (x) 1 − 2ε n cfn+1(y)
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1 − 2ε
1 + 2ε
f (cy)
cf (y)
 lim inf
x→∞
Uσ (cx)
Uσ (x)
 lim sup
x→∞
Uσ (cx)
Uσ (x)
 1 + 2ε
1 − 2ε
f (cy)
cf (y)
,
for every y > η. Finally, by letting y → ∞, Lemma 6.1 shows that
1 − 2ε
1 + 2ε c
−α  lim inf
x→∞
Uσ (cx)
Uσ (x)
 lim sup
x→∞
Uσ (cx)
Uσ (x)
 1 + 2ε
1 − 2ε c
−α.
Then the desired result follows since ε can be made arbitrarily small. 
The preceding theorem shows that μ({t : |t | > x}) = x−αl(x), where the function l(x) is
slowly varying. Also, by Lemma VIII.9 in Feller’s book [12], the integral
∞∫
0
xp−1−αl(x) dx
converges for 0 p < α, diverges for p > α. Therefore, by writing
∞∫
−∞
|t |p dμ(t) = p
∞∫
0
xp−1μ
({
t : |t | > x})dx,
these observations lead to the following criterion for strict attraction.
Corollary 6.3. Let ν be a nondegenerate strictly stable law of index α ∈ (0,2). If a measure
μ ∈ M is strictly attracted to the law ν, then the integral
∞∫
−∞
|t |p dμ(t)
{
< ∞ if 0 p < α;
= ∞ if p > α.
Since every strictly stable law belongs to its own strict domain of attraction, a strictly stable
law of index α > 1 has finite mean, and among all strictly stable laws only the arc-sine law
(α = 2) has finite variance. For 0 < α  1, the nondegenerate strictly stable laws have neither
mean nor variance. Corollary 6.3 does not cover the case α = 2. Indeed, a central limit theorem
proved in [26] shows that a measure μ ∈ M is in the monotonic strict domain of attraction of the
standard arc-sine law if and only if it belongs to the classical strict domain of attraction of the
standard Gaussian if and only if μ has mean zero and its truncated variance
Hμ(x) =
x∫
−x
t2 dμ(t), x > 0,
is slowly varying.
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